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Questions and tests prior to session 1

Inclination to engage in if-then planning

The If-Then Planning Scale (ITPS) of Bieleke and Keller [1] was used to determine one’s tendency to engage in if-then (or implementation intention) planning. The scale comprises eight items in total. The first four items relate to the identification of critical situations (if-part), the other four items covered aspects of the then-part (i.e., specifying goal-directed behavior). One half of the items focussed on seizing opportunities (e.g., ‘I think about when and where decisive moments for the achievement of my goals could occur’), and the other half related to dealing with obstacles (e.g., ‘I envisage what obstacles could arise’). Answers were scored on a 7-point Likert Scale (1 = does not apply at all, 7 = does fully apply) and summed to a total score, with high values reflecting a higher tendency to engage in if-then planning.

Conscientiousness

The NEO-FFI conscientiousness sub-scale (12 items) was used to assess individual differences in the personality dimension conscientiousness [2]. Each item (e.g., “I keep things neat and clean”) was scored on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree). The four negatively formulated items were reverse scored, and a total sum score ranging from 12 - 60 was computed. Higher scores indicated more conscientiousness.

Lifestyle regularity

An adaptation of the short Social Rhythm Metrix (SRM-5) was used to quantify daily lifestyle regularity [3,4]. The original SRM-5 is a diary-like questionnaire, in which participants are supposed to report on the timing of five specific events (e.g., getting up in the morning) on a daily basis for one week. Based on these data, a habitual time for each event is calculated and the number of occurrences within a 1.5-hour window around this habitual time is counted to determine the regularity of that event. The combination of these events together is supposed to reflect one’s lifestyle regularity. To reduce the burden on participants, we did not ask individuals to fill out the questionnaire on a daily basis, but instead asked them to indicate the timing on which these events usually took place in the previous month (i.e., habitual time). Subsequently, they were instructed to report on approximately how many days in the past two weeks the events occurred within a 1.5 hour window (45 min before to 45 min after the habitual time), and outside this window. ‘Having lunch’ was added to the list of events, resulting in regularity scores for 6 events in total.

Prospective Memory

The short Metacognitive Prospective Memory Inventory (MPMI-s; [5]) was used to assess prospective memory ability, the use of mnemonic (internal) strategies, and the use of external memory aids to remember intentions. The MPMI-s comprises 24 items, divided over three scales. The Prospective Memory Ability (PMA) scale taps onto abilities, with some referring to prospective remembering (e.g., ‘I remember my appointments which are coming up in a few days without writing them down.’) and others to prospective forgetting (e.g., ‘I forget to call a friend again after I could not reach him or her on the first try.’). The PMSi scale measures the frequency with which people use internal strategies to remember their intentions (e.g., ‘In my mind, I make a list of things that I still have to complete.’); the PMSe scale assesses how frequently people use external strategies to remember intentions (e.g., ‘I keep a calendar with all of my appointments.’). All items were scores on a 5-point Likert-scale (1 = rarely, 5 = often), and items relating to prospective forgetting were reverse scored before subscale summation. Higher subscale scores (8 – 48) were indicative of better PM abilities or more frequent use of (internal or external) strategies.

Mental well-being

The Dutch language version of the 14-item Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing scale (WEMWBS; [6], as originally created by Tennant and colleagues [7] was used to assess mental well-being. The scale contains 14 positively worded items that address aspects of positive mental health (e.g., ‘I have been feeling good about myself’) over the past two weeks. Each item was scored on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = never , 5 = always) and summed to a total of 14 to 70 points, with higher scores indicating better mental well-being.
Quality of Life

The Dutch language version of the World Health Organization Quality of Life Instrument-Older Adults Module (WHOQOL-OLD; [8,9]) was used to assess quality of life (QoL) over the past two weeks. The measure consists of 24 items, comprising six subscales of four items each: sensory abilities (SAB; e.g., ‘To what extent do impairments to your senses (e.g., hearing, vision, taste, smell, touch) affect your daily life?’), autonomy (AUT; e.g., ‘How much freedom do you have to make your own decisions?’), past, present and future activities (PPF; e.g., ‘How satisfied are you with what you have achieved in life?’), social participation (SOP; e.g., ‘To what extent do you feel that you have enough to do each day?’), death and dying (DAD; e.g., ‘How scared are you of dying?’), and intimacy (INT; e.g., ‘To what extent do you feel a sense of companionship in your life?’). Items were scored on 5-point Likert scales, with different wording, and summed across each subscale. A total QoL score was also calculated, with higher scores indicated better QoL. Some items were reverse scored prior to summation.

Depression

The 15-item Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS; [10–12]) was used to assess depressive symptomatology over the past two weeks. The GDS-15 consists of 15 questions that can be answered with ‘yes’ or ‘no’ (e.g., ‘Do you feel that your life is empty?’). One point was assigned to each answer that was indicative for depressive symptomatology, and a total sum score was calculated (range: 0 – 15).

Loneliness

The 11-item Loneliness Scale (LS), as developed by de Jong-Gierveld and van Tilburg [13], was used to assess current (based on the past two weeks) overall loneliness, as well as emotional and social loneliness. The scale consists of 11 items, with six items being formulated negatively (emotional subscale) and 5 items positively (social subscale). Possible answers are: “yes!”, “yes”, “more or less”, “no”, “no!”. Scores were determined by counting the number of neutral and positive answers on the positively formulated items (emotional loneliness score) and counting the number of neutral and negative answers on the negatively worded items (social loneliness score). A total loneliness score was computed by taking the sum of the emotional loneliness score and the social loneliness score.

Apathy Evaluation Scale (self-Rated)

Apathy was assessed using the 18-item Apathy Evaluation Scale (Self-Rated; AES-S; [14], which has been shown to be valid and particularly reliable among older individuals that are cognitively normal [15]. Each item was scored on a 4-point scale, ranging from (3) not at all true to (0) very true for positive items (e.g., ‘I am interested in having new experiences.’) and (0) not at all true to (3) very true for negative items (e.g., ‘I put little effort into anything.’). Items scores were summed to a total ranging from 0 to 54, with higher scores being indicative of psychological distress.

Psychological distress

The 10-item Kessler Psychological Distress Scale (K10) was used to measure psychological distress [16,17]. The K10 consists of 10 negatively formulated items, each assessing the severity of a mental problem over the past week using a 4-point scale: (4) ‘all of the time’, (3) ‘most of the time’, (2) ‘some of the time’, (1) ‘a little of the time’, (0) ‘none of the time’. Scores were summed to a total ranging from 0 to 40 and higher scores were indicative of more psychological distress.

Prior major life events

Participants were also asked whether they had experienced any major life event (MLE) during the past three months (e.g., losing a beloved person, divorce, accident), prior to the intervention. For each selected MLE, the extent to which it was burdensome to them during the past week was assessed using the following scale: (1) ‘not burdensome at all’, (2) ‘barely burdensome’, (3) ‘somewhat burdensome’, (4) ‘burdensome’, (5) ‘very burdensome’. A MLE score was constructed based on personal evaluations of the severity of daily hassles, which is explained in more detail in the Analyses section of the main article.
Daily Hassle Exposure
Exposure to unpleasant daily experiences/situations (hassles) during the week before the intervention study was examined using a compiled list of hassles based on other hassle scales (e.g., [18–20]). This list comprised hassles that were particularly relevant for older adults. To reduce the burden of participants, several items targeting similar problems (e.g., feeling useful, appreciated; being criticized, ignored, discriminated, etc.) were combined, resulting in a total of 25 hassles. Participants reported whether each hassle had taken place during the past week and how burdensome it was altogether using the same scale as used for the major life events. The total number of daily hassles (count) constituted the daily hassle score (DHs).

Lifestyle satisfaction
Satisfaction with lifestyle was determined for all categories (i.e., Exercise, Sleep, Nutrition, Focus & relaxation, Social, Meaning/purpose) of the Lifestyle Monitor separately by asking participants to rate their satisfaction for each of them (hereafter referred to as the Lifestyle Satisfaction Questionnaire; LSQ). Response categories ranged from 0 (unsatisfied) to 10 (satisfied), and both category-specific and overall LSQ scores were calculated. Additionally, the importance of having a healthy lifestyle, as well as the level of motivation to accomplish this, was assessed separately using a scale ranging from 0 (not important/motivated at all) to 5 (extremely important/motivated).

Self-efficacy
The General Self-Efficacy Scale was used to assess how one generally copes with stressors or challenging situations in life [21,22]. It concerns ten statements that ask how people generally think and act, focusing explicitly on a person’s self-confidence that his or her actions are responsible for successful outcomes or that they have control over challenging demands of the environment. Each statement is scored on a 4-point Likert Scale (1 = not true at all, 2 = hardly true, 3 = moderately true, 4 = exactly true) and summed to a total score of 10 to 40, with higher scores reflecting higher self-efficacy.

Self-management ability
The Self-Management Ability Scale (SMAS-18; [23]) was used to measure self-management ability (SMA). The 18-item version of the original 30-item SMAS [24] consists of six three-item subscales. Items corresponding to the taking initiative, investing, and positive frame of mind subscales were scored on a 6-point Likert scale (1 = never, 6 = very often). Another 6-point scale, with 1 = none, 2 = one, 3 = two, 4 = three or four, 5 = five or six and 6 = more than six, was used to score the items corresponding to variety subscale. Items corresponding to the multifunctionality subscale were scored on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Finally, items corresponding to the self-efficacy subscale were scored on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from I am certain that I cannot (0) to I am completely certain that I can (5). Scores were calculated by recoding the scores to 0-5 or 0-4 (for the 6 and 5-point scales, respectively) and multiplying the items with 6 options by 4 and the items with 5 options by 5. After that, subscale scores were determined by taking the average of all items corresponding to each scale and multiplying that score by 5. Hence, subscale scores range from 0 to 100, with higher scores reflecting higher SMA in that dimension. SMAS total scores were calculated by taking the average of all mean subscale scores. Here, higher scores indicated higher overall SMA.

Positive Appraisal Style
Two positive appraisal style scales were used to assess the typical thinking processes when encountering a stressor (process focussed, PASSp) and the typical content of an individual’s thoughts when challenged (content focussed, PASSc). The 14-item PASSp was developed based on a factor analysis [25] on the subscale level of the brief COPE [26], CERQ-short [27], and two additional items on distanced stressor appraisal. The final measure includes subscales from both the brief COPE (two items), CERQ short (eight items) and the two self-generated items (on distanced stressor appraisal), and reflects positive appraisal content and processes based on seven subscales (i.e., distanced stressor appraisal, positive reappraisal, acceptance, putting into perspective, refocus on planning, positive refocusing and humor). The 12-item PASSc was constructed by evaluating 29 self-generated items on positive appraisal style, with 12 items loading to one clear factor (content; [28]). Participants filled out both the PASSp and PASSc. The two PASSp humour items (including, e.g., “I’ve made a joke about it”), derived from
the shortened COPE were scored on a 4-point Likert Scale (1=not at all, 2=a little bit, 3=quite a lot, 4=a lot), whereas the other 12-items (e.g., “I think that I have to accept that this has happened”) were scored on a 5-point Likert scale [1=(almost) never, 2=sometimes, 3=regularly, 4=often, 5=(almost) always]. The PASSc items were scored on a 4-point Likert scale [1=never, 2=sometimes, 3=often, 5=almost always]. The PASSp score was determined by taking the average of the z-normalized scores of the items derived from the shortened COPE, the CERQ, and the self-generated items. The items from the PASSc were summed to a total score of 12 – 48.

Working Memory
Working memory was assessed with a shorter version of the Operation Span task [29]. Participants had to remember a sequence of words in the correct order while simultaneously solving simple mathematical equations. In this version (based on [30]), the number of equations and words per set varied between three and five, and each set type was presented three times (nine in total). The average percentage correctly remembered words (at the correct location) were computed per set type and all set-scores were averaged into a total score [31].

Online session 1 (start) – Questions following planning

Current walking behavior
Participants answered the following question, ‘How much do you walk during a typical week?’, using eight response categories ranging from (0) never to (7) every day/seven days per week.

Satisfaction with current level of walking behavior
Satisfaction with walking behavior was examined by asking participants to rate their level of satisfaction with the number of (short) walks that they make on a weekly basis on a scale from 0 (unsatisfied) to 10 (satisfied).

Goal
Motivation for walking for at least 15 minutes for the forthcoming 3 weeks was measured using Theory of Planned Behavior items (TPB; [32]), as measured with 7-point scales ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree), with higher scores indicating cognitions more favourable to walking: intention, attitude, subjective norms, perceived behavioral control. In addition, two items concerning self-efficacy and expected reward were added as well. Intention/goal commitment: ‘I plan/want/am motivated to walk for at least 15 minutes on a daily basis’ (three items). Attitude: ‘Walking at least 15 minutes on a daily basis is good for me.’ Perceived social norms (subjective norms): ‘The people in my life whose opinion I value would approve of me walking 15 minutes on a daily basis.’ Control perceptions (perceived behavioral control): ‘I believe that I have control over whether or not I will walk for 15 minutes every day’. Self-efficacy: ‘I am confident that I will be able to walk for at least 15 minutes on a daily basis.’ Expected reward: ‘I expect to enjoy walking for at least 15 minutes on a daily basis’.

Secondary goal (Strategy group only)
Participants from the strategy group indicated whether they had formed their II in such a way that it can help to break undesired patterns of behavior (e.g., going for a walk at the time one usually watched TV).

Training

Daily behavior
Frequency
The number of times (or frequency) each participants went for a walk each week, and during the complete training phase, was calculated by evaluating the registered number and dates of the pictures/WhatsApp messages that were taken/send. If participants took more than one picture, or send more than one message, on the same day, this was counted as one walk. Participants could indicate if they had forgotten to take a picture/send a message during a walk at the end of each week (see Weekly Questionnaire), which was used to adjust the frequency. Yet, participants were strongly encouraged to take pictures/send messages to ensure high accuracy.
Regularity
As a measure of intake (ir)regularity, we calculated the standard deviation of the registered times for the complete training phase. Regularity scores were not adjusted based on manual input from participants in case they had forgotten to take a picture/send a message and were thus considered as missing values. In case participants indicated to have changed the if-part of their plan (e.g., different cue) during one of the weekly questionnaires, regularity was assessed for registered times before and after this adaption. Next, an overall regularity score was calculated by taking the average value.

Daily Questionnaire (Strategy group only) – 2 to 5 minutes

Lifestyle satisfaction
Lifestyle satisfaction was assessed by using two questions targeting two classes of the Lifestyle Monitor separately: “All things considered, how satisfied were you today with your lifestyle within the categories corresponding to the health/socio-emotional class of the Lifestyle Monitor?”. Answers were scored on a scale ranging from 1 (unsatisfied) to 10 (satisfied). It was emphasized that some categories within these classes may seem more important than others, which may even differ per day, and that the answer should therefore reflect a general score of satisfaction per class. Participants were allowed to determine for themselves how much each category would weigh in their class assessment.

Subjective well-being
Subjective (or hedonic) well-being (SWB) was determined by evaluating its affective and cognitive component [33]. The affective component of SWB refers to the frequency and intensity of positive and negative emotions/mood and was assessed by asking participants to indicate how they felt on the 6-item mood scale of Wilhelm and Schoebi [34]. This scale is based on the Multidimensional Mood Questionnaire (MMQ; [35] and was explicitly developed to use for momentary assessment and capture temporal variations. The items were preceded with “Today, I felt”, and were followed by six mood dichotomies corresponding to basic affective states of valence (V, i.e., content-discontent, unwell/well), calmness (C, agitated-calm, relaxed-tense) or energetic arousal (E, i.e., tired/fatigued-awake, full of energy-without energy). One additional item was added to assess happiness specifically: unhappy/happy. Each item was scored on a scale ranging from 0 to 6, with the three negatively formulated items being reverse scored such that higher scores indicated higher positive V, E, C, happiness or overall mood. The cognitive component of SWB was subsequently covered by using a simple question targeting life satisfaction: ‘All things considered, how satisfied were you with your life today on a scale of 1 (unsatisfied) to 10 (satisfied).

New major life events
Participants were asked whether they had experienced any (new) major life event since the last completed daily questionnaire (e.g., losing a beloved person, divorce, accident). If yes, participants were asked whether this event had overshadowed every other daily hassles, such that they were irrelevant and did not matter anymore. If yes, participants would not be asked to fill out the daily hassles and uplifts scale. How burdensome this new major life events is, was established during the weekly questionnaire. In case participants previously indicated to have experienced a major life event during the study period and reported that all daily hassles were overshadowed by this event in the preceding measurement, they were asked whether this was still the case. If yes, participants would still not be asked to fill out the daily hassles and uplifts scale, and were also not asked whether any other life event occurred since the last completed daily questionnaire. However, this latter question was asked to the participants that had experienced a new major life event during the study period already, but indicated this did not (anymore) overshadow all of their daily hassles in an earlier measurement. The participants also filled out the daily hassles and uplifts scale, unless a new, additional major life events had (again) overshadowed their daily hassles.
Daily hassles and uplifts exposure (conditional, see new major life events)

Exposure to daily hassles during the past 24 hours was assessed using the same 25-item list, as well as scoring categories, as previously described. In addition, exposure to pleasant experiences/situations (uplifts) was also examined. Again, a list of uplifts that were particularly relevant for older adults was constructed based on previous scales (e.g., [18–20]). Items were combined when appropriate, resulting in a total list of 17 uplifts. Participants reported whether each uplift had taken place during that day and indicated how uplifting these were altogether using the following categories: (1) ‘not uplifting at all’, (2) ‘barely uplifting’, (3) ‘somewhat uplifting’, (4) ‘uplifting’, (5) ‘very uplifting’. A total count, as well as weighted score (count * how uplifting) was calculated.

Tipping point

Individuals who scored a 2 or lower on the happiness item of the mood scale were also asked to complete the two-item Tipping Point Index [36] to identify when participants’ coping mechanisms may have been on the point of breaking down, potentially being in close proximity of a point of tipping into a state of mental disease (i.e., depression and/or anxiety). Participants had to indicate whether or not (0 or 1) they had noticed any of the following reactions over the last week: ‘Felt complete hopelessness about the future’ and ‘Been often feeling panicky or on the point of losing control of your emotions’. Prediction of severe anxiety or depression was based on a yes to either or both of the items.

Weekly Questionnaire

No performance

Participants could indicate if they could not walk because of external/personal reasons (e.g., physical problems). In case participants expected their personal problems would also withhold them from enacting on their plan in the upcoming week, they were asked to contact us.

Picture/WhatsApp message forgotten

In case participants had forgotten to take a picture/send a WhatsApp message during a walk, they could provide the date(s) manually, such that the frequency measure could be adapted.

Automaticity

The Self-Report Behavioral Automaticity scale (SRBAI; [37]; automaticity subscale of the SRHI), was used to assess the experienced automaticity of both walking and taking a picture/sending a WhatsApp message. The behavior of interest was followed by four statements to which participants reported their level of agreement (e.g., ‘Walking for at least 15 minutes on a daily basis.. is something I do without thinking’), using a visual analogous scale from 0 – 100 (strongly disagree – strongly agree). On day 1, we specified that these statements referred to walking and taking a picture/sending a message ‘so far’; for the other days, it referred to walking ‘in the last week’. A mean SRBAI score was calculated for each behavior, with higher scores indicating stronger automaticity. Scores were considered to be missing when the SRBAI was completed too early, more than 2 days too late, or not at all. Participants missing the first and final measurement (at day 1 and 21) were excluded from all further analyses. Missing values in subsequent weeks (at day 7 and 14) were imputated for this analysis using linear interpolation. An SRBAI difference score (day 21 minus day 1) was also computed.

Motivation, attitude, reward

Motivation (item from intention questions) and attitude were assessed similar to online session 1. Experienced reward was assessed with a similar item as previously reported, only in the present tense (“I enjoy walking for at least 15 minutes on a daily basis”) and not on day 1.

Plan (Strategy group only)

To check whether participants had been working with the plan that they formulated during the first online session, participants were asked the following question: ‘Which plan did you formulate to encourage walking on a daily basis?’
Perceived plan effectiveness (Strategy group only)
Perceived plan effectiveness was examined with two items (‘This plan helped me to walk on a daily basis’, ‘This plan helped me to walk at a specific moment of the day’), on 7-point scales from 1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree).

Prior major life events (not at day 1)
Participants that previously indicated to have experienced a MLE throughout the past three months were again asked to what extent this MLE was burdensome to them the past week. In case participants reported any new MLE in the previous weekly assessments (see below), this event was also included here.

New major life events (not at day 1)
Participants were also asked whether there had been any new MLE throughout the past week and how burdensome this was to them.

Psychological distress (control and strategy group) and daily hassle exposure (control group only) was measured similar to previous assessments with a timeframe of one week (both not at day 1).

Online session 2 (mid) – Questions and tests prior to planning
Satisfaction with their lifestyle was measured similar to previous assessments.

Walking if not home
The number of days that participants were not at home at the time they usually went for a walk, as well as the number of days that people still went for a walk at a different moment on these days was examined to better interpret their behavior, as well as missing days.

Secondary goal evaluation (Strategy group only)
If participants indicated that they had formulated their plan in such a way that it would interrupt undesired patterns of behavior, they were asked whether their plan indeed helped to accomplish this.

Future of daily walking
Participant’s motivation to continue walking on a daily basis was assessed by asking their level of agreement with the following statement: ‘I am motivated to continue walking on a daily basis after the first phase of the study’, using a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree).

Habit experience
The extent to which the act of walking on a daily basis was considered to be a habit, was assessed by asking participants to give a score on a VAS scale, ranging from 0 (not at all) to 100 (very strongly).

Experiences with daily questionnaire (Strategy group only)
The extent to which the daily questionnaire provided participants from the strategy group with relevant insights their (1) daily routine/lifestyle and sources of (2) happiness and (3) unhappiness/stress was examined by asking participants to rate their level of agreement with the three statements (e.g., ‘The daily questionnaire gave me insights about the things that make me happy’), on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree).

New major life events
Participants were also asked whether there had been any new MLE throughout the past few days, since the last weekly questionnaire of the first phase of the study.

Online session 2 (mid) – Questions following planning
Participants completed the same questions as were asked prior to the training phase, with all questions directed at their personal, newly chosen behavior instead of walking. In addition, participants had to
enter their goal and plan (Strategy group only) to direct the questionnaires to their newly chosen behavior and evaluate the quality of their plan.

**Test**

**Daily behavior**
Daily behavior was assessed similar to the training phase.

**Daily Questionnaire**
The daily questionnaire of the test phase was similar to the daily questionnaire of the training phase.

**Weekly Questionnaire**
The weekly questionnaire of the test phase also comprised similar questions to the weekly questionnaire of the training phase. Here, all questions were directed to their personal, newly chosen behavior instead of walking. The burden of all previously reported major life events prior as well as during the study was assessed.

**Online session 3 (post)**
Mental well-being and quality of life, depressive symptomatology, feelings of loneliness, apathy, satisfaction with lifestyle, inclination to engage in if-then planning, self-efficacy, self-management, as well as the performance of the behavior when not home, secondary goal accomplishment, future of the chosen behavior and habit experience were measured similar to previous assessments.

**Spontaneous planning (control group only)**
The control group also completed some questions to assess whether they spontaneously formulated specific plans to support their behavior. Each question was asked twice: for walking (training) and their personally chosen behavior (test). Participants were asked whether (1) they performed the behavior at a specific moment during the day, (2) they related the behavior to a specific daily activity or moment, and (3) they formulated a plan in advance to perform the behavior at a specific moment/after a specific activity during the day. Answers were either ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

**Current walking behavior**
Participants answered the following question, ‘On average, how many days a week did you walk throughout the past week?’, using eight response categories ranging from (0) never to (7) every day/seven days per week.

**Experiences and future use**
Firstly, participants were asked to rate their level of agreement with four statements related to usefulness of this intervention study (e.g., “The strategy I became acquainted with during this study.. has helped me to perform a daily behavior / has given me more control over my daily routines and lifestyle / has improved my well-being/mental satisfaction / I would recommend to my loved ones”) on a scale from (1) ’completely disagree’ to (7) ‘completely agree’. Secondly, using a similar scale, participants rated their level of agreement with four statements related to their intentions to continue performing the behaviors of interest (e.g., “The first goal I worked on during this study (going for a daily walk), I want to continue to pursue.”) and/or to use the strategy in the future (e.g., “I plan to use the new strategy I learned more often in the future, for other activities/behaviors.”). Thirdly, participants indicated how much they had learned from the intervention program (all things considered) on a scale of (1) ‘learned little’ to (10) ‘learned a lot’.
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